CDS Accountants are the pillars of the Kudumbashree MIS. Since the implementation of the Kudumbashree MIS in 2010, the persistent and dedicated efforts of the CDS accountants have sculpt the MIS for what it is today. Weekly meeting data is consolidated and entered into a printed format by each NHG bookkeeper. The monthly data of every NHG is collected by the CDS accountants with the help of the CDS and ADS Executives. Monthly data thus consolidate from each
and every NHGs is collected during the first week of every month and is entered in the MIS on or before 10\textsuperscript{th}. Along the many responsibilities if the CDS accountants, they find time to ensure the timely update of benefits of Ashraya Projects as and when they are received. While facilitating the bank loans for the NHGs or JLGs or ME units, the CDS accountants makes sure that the thrift and credit history empowers the timely sanctioning of those loan with the data backed by the thrift and credit data as well as the NHG grading details entered in the MIS.